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Colour quality assessments of 3D facial prostheses in varying illuminations 
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3D image to 3D prints 

Human skin versus 3D and 2D skin 

Conclusions 

Perceptual color difference: CIEDE2000 

1) Colour quality of facial prostheses in modern additive manufacturing techniques such as 3D printing may 
be as good perceptually as that of real human skin, even under different illuminations.  

2)  Colour management protocols established in the 3D additive manufacturing processing seem to 
generally accommodate the variation of facial colors covering Caucasian and Chinese skin types.  
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Reproduction colour constancy index (RCCI) is 
defined by analogy with the standard colour 
constancy index[7]. The definition of RCCI is given in 
Figure 5(a). In CIELAB colour space, d1 is the colour 
difference between real skin surface and the 
corresponding manufactured skin surface under a 
test illuminant, and d2 is the differences in real skin 
colour between the test and a reference illuminants. 
Given these conditions RCCI is represented as the 
equation: RCCI = 1 – d1/d2. Perfect constancy 
corresponds to unity and the greater the error, the 
lower the index. 

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the quality and accuracy of colour reproduction of 3D facial 
soft tissue prostheses produced by additive manufacturing ─ 3D printing. The colour appearance of facial 
prostheses needs to be constant under different scene illuminations, otherwise the differences will render 
the prosthetic unrealistic. Colour constancy and colour perceptual error of colour appearance were 
assessed by introducing a reproduction colour-constancy index within the manufacturing process. 

Perceptual colour difference between the real and printed facial prostheses was quantified by the CIE 
colour difference metric CIEDE2000[5] under the CIE standard illuminant D65. Resulting CIEDE2000 
values were close to the acceptable values of approximately 4[6] (Figure 3). The colour difference was 
similar across the various illuminations including daylights and fluorescent illuminations (Figure 4). 

A comparison of spectral characteristics between real facial surfaces and facial prostheses was 
undertaken. Colour measurements were undertaken on three human subjects (one Caucasian female and 
two Chinese males) and their corresponding 3D and 2D printed facial prostheses. The measurements 
were taken by a spectrophotometer (Minolta CM-700d, Tokyo Japan) from two facial areas on the three 
subjects – forehead and cheek. Large variations are observed over the areas and over the subjects, on 
the real facial surfaces[4] and prostheses (Figure 2). 

Facial soft tissue prostheses can be produced by 3D printing but achieving realistic and lifelike colour is 
extremely difficult. To improve colour output a complex colour management protocol has been developed 
within the manufacturing process. Figure 1 summarises our proposed protocol[1]. 

Spectral characteristics 
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The CIE illuminants daylight A, fluorescent F2, and 
F11 were paired with D65 and used as the test and 
reference illuminants. RCCI was then calculated in 
both directions of illuminant change ─ from and to 
D65, and averaged. The RCCI of the 3D printed 
prostheses was as good as the traditional colour-
constancy index when colour-constancy matching 
was undertaken by human observers[8](Figure 7).  Figure 5. (a) Definition of Reproduction colour constancy 

index; (b) Chromaticity distribution of real facial surfaces 
and facial prostheses under different illuminations. Dotted 
lines show examples of illumination changes. 

3D digital facial imaging 
(3dMD, Altanta, GA)[2] 

Images of facial skin. From left, real face, 3D printing, 
and 2D printing. Images are shown with the permission 
by the subject. 

3D colour printer (Z Corp 
Z510, Burlington, MA)[3] 

Device independent 
colour management 

Optimisation of 
colour profiles  

RCCI = 1- d1/d2  
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Figure 2. Comparison of spectral characteristics of real facial surfaces and facial prostheses.  

Figure 3. CIEDE2000 between real skin and prostheses under D65. Figure 4. CIEDE2000 under the daylights and fluorescent illuminations. 
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Figure 7.  Comparison of reproduction colour constancy index. 

Figure 1. Protocol of the additive manufacturing of 3D facial prostheses. 
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Figure 6. CIEDE2000 in average of FH and CK. 
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